A novel direction-finding method is proposed for bistatic multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) radar in the impulse noise in this paper. The method has the capacity to suppress the impulse noise by means of infinite norm normalization and can obtain better performance for direction finding via the weighted signal subspace fitting algorithm. To solve the objective function of this method, we devise a quantum-inspired grey wolf optimization algorithm to acquire the global optimal solution. The proposed method based on QGWO can resolve the direction-finding difficulties of bistatic MIMO radar. Monte-Carlo experiments have confirmed the robustness and superiority of the proposed method for locating independent and coherent sources with a small number of snapshots in the impulse noise compared with some existing direction-finding methods in a series of scenarios. In addition, we present the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) of angle estimation for bistatic MIMO radar in the impulse noise, which generalizes the Gaussian CRB for performance analysis.
Introduction
Recently, multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) radar has caused extensive concern because of its better parameter estimation performance compared with phased array radar [1] . Overall, there are two types of MIMO radar according to the radar configurations: statistical MIMO radar and colocated MIMO radar. The first type, whose antennas are widely separated in both the transmitting and receiving arrays, can achieve high resolution via the spatial diversity gain in multiple channels [2, 3] . The second type, whose antennas are closely located in the transmitting and receiving arrays, can achieve a coherent processing gain [4, 5] . Furthermore, the transmitters and receivers of the monostatic colocated MIMO radar are closely located, which causes the result that the direction of departure (DOD) of a target is the same as the direction of arrival (DOA) of the target. For the bistatic colocated MIMO radar, the transmitters are far from the receivers, which brings about different DOD and DOA. In this paper, we consider the bistatic colocated MIMO radar to study.
Direction finding is a major issue of interest in array signal processing for MIMO radar. In this context, this issue has drawn attention from researchers in recent years. The quaternion theory was applied in direction finding for bistatic MIMO radar by means of singular value decomposition and root multiple signal classification (Root-MUSIC) in [6] . An ESPRIT-based algorithm was presented via the banded symmetric and Toeplitz matrices for direction finding of bistatic MIMO radar in [7] . The unitary dual-resolution ESPRIT algorithm was proposed for direction finding of bistatic MIMO radar without extra pairing in [8] . Moreover, the maximum likelihood direction finding method for bistatic MIMO radar was proposed in [9] .
Overall, these methods have been studied for additive Gaussian noise, but their performance can deteriorate in the presence of non-Gaussian noise. The impulsivity is a major characteristic of the non-Gaussian noise. In the real world, the atmospheric noise, switching transients, and lightning are the typical impulse noises, which are characterized by significant peak values. In this sense, the symmetric α-stable (SαS) distribution, which generalizes the Gaussian distribution, is an appropriate model to describe the impulse noise [10, 11] .
However, there are no second and higher-order moments in the SαS distribution, and the conventional direction-finding methods based on the second and higher-order moments are not able to work on the impulse noise. In this case, fractional low-order moment (FLOM) was applied to suppress the impulse noise, and the FLOM-ESPRIT method was proposed for direction finding of bistatic MIMO radar in [12] . A FLOM-unitary ESPRIT method for direction finding of bistatic MIMO radar was proposed in the impulse noise in [13] . In [14] , the FLOM-MUSIC method was presented for direction finding of MIMO radar in the impulse noise, then an infinite norm (IN) normalization MUSIC method was proposed to avoid obtaining prior knowledge about characteristic exponent to achieve effective noise suppression. Compared with fractional low-order moment, we can improve the performance of suppressing the impulse noise via infinite norm normalization. The weighted signal subspace fitting (WSSF) algorithm [15] can achieve higher accuracy in comparison to these subspace-based algorithms. But under the background of impulse noise, the basic WSSF method can not guarantee the performance. In order to suppress the impulse noise, we introduced the IN normalization to WSSF method for the first time and proposed the IN-WSSF method for the direction finding of the bistatic MIMO radar. Moreover, the proposed IN-WSSF method is insensitive to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and snapshots.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to implement the IN-WSSF method, because it requires the maximization of the cost function, which is high-dimensional, nonlinear, and multimodal. These characteristics motivate the development of a series of alternative optimization algorithms, one of which is the intelligence algorithm. They have the capacity to reduce the computational complexity and accelerate the speed of convergence when solving the IN-WSSF function to perform direction finding.
Intelligence algorithms, such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) [16] , artificial bee colony (ABC) [17] , harmony search (HS) [18] , and cuckoo search (CS) [19] , have been remarkably popular over the past two decades, and they have been employed in a variety of domains [20, 21] in a black-box style because of their simplicity and derivation-free mechanism. However, some of them can be easily trapped in a local optimum or not rapidly converge to the global optimum, both of which are obstacles for engineering problems, especially in the directionfinding issue. Hence, we propose a quantum-inspired grey wolf optimization (QGWO) algorithm, which is inspired by quantum computing [22] and the social hierarchy of grey wolves [23] . Additionally, the proposed QGWO algorithm can effectively avoid converging to local optima and accelerate the speed of convergence compared with the original grey wolf optimization (GWO) [23] . Then, the global optimal solution of the proposed IN-WSSF method can be achieved by the QGWO, which is referred to as the QGWO-IN-WSSF method for short.
For the purpose of analyzing the performance of the QGWO-IN-WSSF method, we first derive a general expression of the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) of angle estimation for bistatic MIMO radar in the impulse noise. Then, our work is pushed forward in testing the performance of the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method in different direction-finding scenarios, including a number of snapshots and sources. Monte-Carlo experiments provide the evidence that the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method has obtained the expected performance in different direction-finding scenarios.
To summarize, the major contributions of this paper can be briefly listed in the following:
1. A novel direction-finding method of bistatic MIMO radar is addressed in the impulse noise, which can effectively suppress the impulse noise and achieve the desired performance with a small number of snapshots.
2. The proposed direction-finding method of bistatic MIMO radar can locate the coherent sources without extra preprocessing techniques.
3. A novel iterative optimization algorithm, the QGWO, is devised to solve the continuous optimization problem of the IN-WSSF method.
4. A general expression of the CRB, as the generalization of the Gaussian CRB, is presented for direction finding of bistatic MIMO radar in the impulse noise.
5. The Cauchy-Gaussian mixture (CGM) model is adopted for the approximation of the probability distribution function (PDF) of the SαS distribution in order to obtain the CRB.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the direction-finding model of bistatic MIMO radar in the impulse noise and the IN-WSSF method are addressed. In Section 3, we provide the detailed description of QGWO, and then, the QGWO is applied to solve the cost function of the IN-WSSF method. In Section 4, the CRB for direction finding of bistatic MIMO radar in the impulse noise is derived for performance analysis. In Section 5, the performance of QGWO-IN-WSSF is examined in comparison to several existing directionfinding methods in some scenarios, and some important evaluations and remarks are offered via the simulations. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and presents the subsequent research interests.
The following notations are used in this paper. Matrices and vectors are represented by bold uppercase and 
T denotes the transmitting signal vector, and its elements satisfy the following orthogonality:
where s i (k) and s j (k) denote the signals transmitted from the ith and jth transmitting elements, respectively,
. . , K, and K represents the maximum number of snapshots. We consider P targets that appear in the far field.
T represent the DOD vector, DOA vector, and complex reflection coefficient vector of the targets, respectively. Then, the received signal vector can be expressed as follows:
where
is the diagonal matrix constituted by β which obeys the standard normal distribution, andñ(k) denotes the N × 1 noise vector, which is assumed to be impulsive and modeled by standard SαS distribution in this paper. For the purpose of separating the orthogonal components of the transmitting signals, matched filters are employed at the receiving side. Then, the output after matched filtering is given by
is the MN × P transmitting-receiving array manifold, and n(k) denotes the MN × 1 complex impulse noise vector.
Then, the estimation of the covariance matrix for y(k) can be obtained while considering the finite snapshots as follows:
Hence, the eigendecomposition ofR y is given bŷ
whereˆ s andˆ n denote the diagonal matrices that are constructed by the eigenvalues of the signal-subspace and noise-subspace, respectively, and the column vectors of matricesÛ s andÛ n represent the eigenvectors of the signal-subspace and noise-subspace, respectively. According to weighted signal subspace fitting, the estimation of {θ, ϕ} can be achieved via the following function (the characteristic exponent α = 2) [15] :
represents the projection matrix of C(θ, ϕ),Ŵ is the weighted matrix, and the optimal weighted matrix is given byŴ
whereσ 2 n represents the estimation of the noise variance, and I represents the identity matrix.
Because there is no second-order moment when the characteristic exponent α < 2, weighted signal subspace fitting algorithm based on the second-order moment is not able to work on the impulse noise. Thus, we utilize the infinite norm normalization method to deal with the problem, which does not need any prior knowledge about characteristic exponent and is able to improve the performance of suppressing the impulse noise compared with the FLOM. The normalized data can be described as:
Remark. The weighted signal covariance matrix R z = E z(k)z H (k) is bounded in the impulse noise. Theoretical analysis demonstrates that the weighted signal covariance matrix R z is finite and the cross-correlation is also zero. Then, the estimation of weighted signal covariance matrix can be given by:
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In this case, we can obtain the signal-subspace and noise-subspace by the eigendecomposition then achieve the estimation of {θ, ϕ} according to weighted signal subspace fitting algorithm in the impulse noise.
To summarize, weighted signal subspace fitting algorithm based on infinite norm normalization is suitable for Gaussian noise (α = 2) and impulsive noise (α < 2).
In addition, the proposed method can be applied to other more complicated array structures. Although the array manifold of complicated array structure is different from that of the ULA, the style of corresponding direction-finding function is similar to the ULA. Based on this, the proposed method can be expanded to realize the sources estimation of some complicated arrays.
3 Direction-finding method based on quantum-inspired grey wolf optimization for bistatic MIMO radar
Quantum-inspired grey wolf optimization
Grey wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm is inspired by the social hierarchy of grey wolves. Grey wolves usually live in a pack, and they have a very strict social dominant hierarchy. The head grey wolf at the first level of hierarchy is called epsilon (ε), and ε is the leader of grey wolf swarm. Its function is to make decisions about hunting, habitat, food distribution, and so on. The grey wolf at the second level of hierarchy is called eta (η). When ε is missing from the grey wolves, η will replace ε as the new head grey wolf. The grey wolf at the third level of hierarchy is rho (ρ), ρ follows the instructions of ε, η, the old ε and old η would also fall into this level. The remaining grey wolves at the final level are responsible for balancing the internal relations of the grey wolf swarm. The principle of GWO algorithm is simple, the parameters needed to be adjusted are few, and it is easy to be realized. But the basic GWO algorithm is easy to fall into local optimum, which leads to the failure of finding the optimal solution. Besides, the convergence value is not accurate enough for the complex continuous optimization problems.
According to the theory of GWO algorithm and quantum computation, the QGWO algorithm is proposed in this paper. In the QGWO algorithm, we design the entirely new equations compared with the GWO, which can improve the search ability and overcome the drawbacks of GWO algorithm.
There is a grey wolf swarm with Q grey wolves, each of which possesses its own position. Thus, we define the qth grey wolf 's position at the tth iteration asx [24] . Accordingly, the mapping function is defined as follows: denotes the bth dimensional upper bound.
The position of each grey wolf represents a potential solution with B-dimension. Thus, the quality of a potential solution can be evaluated through the fitness function F x t q , whose value denotes the fitness ofx t q . According to the feature of social hierarchy in the grey wolf swarm, we define that three grey wolves corresponding to the first three best quantum positions obtained so far are the epsilon (ε), eta (η), and rho (ρ), respectively. In addition, the omega (ω) denotes one of the remaining grey wolves. To hunt the prey (locate the potential global optimum), we update the quantum positions of the omegas through the epsilon, eta, and rho during the iterations. In this sense, there are two types of novel quantum position updating strategies in the proposed QGWO. The updating equations of the first strategy are proposed by using a simplified simulated quantum rotation gate as follows:
... For the second quantum position updating strategy, the updating equations are adjusted by altering the size and direction of the searching as follows:
where r 3 denotes a uniform random number in 
Computational complexity analysis of the QGWO algorithm
As described in Section 3.1, the QGWO algorithm updates the quantum rotation angles in all dimensions of all grey wolves at each iteration, and the corresponding complexity is O(QB), where Q is the population size of grey wolf swarm and B denotes the dimension of the optimization problem. The quantum position of each grey wolf is updated by the quantum rotation angle, and the position of the grey wolf can be obtained by mapping from the quantum position, with the computational complexity O(2QB). After that, we need to calculate the corresponding fitness of the updated positions with complexity O(Q). By means of the greedy selection, the current epsilon (ε), eta (η), and rho (ρ) are updated at each iteration, and the complexity is O(Q). + 2Q) ).
When the number of terminated iterations is t, the computational complexity of the QGWO algorithm is O(t(3QB

QGWO-IN-WSSF method for bistatic MIMO radar
For the QGWO, each dimension of the initial quantum positions is randomly created in [0,1]. For the direction finding problem of this paper, the fitness function should be defined as follows:
where the grey wolf 's positionx t q = x t q,1 ,x t q,2 , . . . ,x t q,B
corresponds to a set of estimation values of angles, B = 2P, and P denotes the number of targets. As described above, the issue can be converted into a continuous optimization problem. In the process of implementing QGWO, two types of quantum position updating strategies are repeatedly applied until the number of iterations has been reached. To summarize, the QGWO-IN-WSSF method is outlined as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the arguments for the QGWO: the population size Q, μ, λ τ , c τ (τ = 1, 2, 3) , and the number of iterations.
Step 2: Randomly create the initial quantum positions of Q grey wolves in [0,1].
Step 3: Compute the fitness of the initial positions mapping from the quantum positions of grey wolves. According to the fitness values, select the first three best quantum positions as the initial epsilon, eta, and rho.
Step 4: Update the current quantum positions of grey wolves by means of these two strategies with the probability of 50%.
Step 5: Calculate corresponding fitness of the updated positions mapping from the quantum positions of grey wolves.
Step 6: According to the new fitness values, update the current epsilon, eta, and rho by greedy selection and update the arguments μ, λ τ , c τ .
Step 7: Examine the end criterion: if satisfied, break up and output the ultimate mapping position of epsilon which corresponds to a set of global optimal estimation values of angles; otherwise, go back to step 4.
Performance analysis for direction finding of bistatic MIMO radar in the impulse noise
Basic definitions in the impulse noise model
Because there is a heavy tail in the PDF of the impulse noise, the SαS distribution with zero-location is an appropriate model to describe it, and its characteristic function can be represented as follows:
where 0 < α ≤ 2 denotes the characteristic exponent, γ > 0 represents the scale, and γ 2 resembles the variance for the Gaussian distribution. The tail of the PDF for the SαS distribution is depicted via α. In addition, a small value of α leads to a strong impulsivity [10] . However, the SNR is usually insignificant for the SαS distribution because of the non-existence of its second and higher order moments. Therefore, a generalized SNR (GSNR) is defined as follows [25] :
where E s(k) 2 is the average power of the signals.
Cramér-Rao bound in the impulse noise
To verify the performance of the direction-finding methods, the CRB is a useful mathematical tool. Under the background of Gaussian noise, the CRB [26] has been discussed for many different direction-finding methods [27] . But the related researches for the CRB in the impulse noise are few. We will derive the CRB of the estimated parameters for bistatic MIMO radar in the impulse noise to analyze the performance of direction finding in this section. First, we consider the following direction-finding model:
where g( , k) and h(k) denote the signal component and noise component, respectively, a complex quantity v = v + jṽ, = θ, ϕ,β(1),β(2), . . . ,β(K),β(1),β (2), . . . ,
and f h (h,h) denotes its PDF with parameter , which satisfies the regularity conditions [28] .
In general, the CRB of is a major issue of interest, and thus, the CRB can be represented as follows:
whereˆ i is the estimation of an element i in , and J is the Fisher information matrix (FIM) of whose element is given by:
where Y =[y(1), y(2), . . . , y(K)], whose PDF can be represented as
, and then, we obtain
and
We assume that the PDF f h (h,h) is circularly symmetric, and thus, f h ±h, ±h = f h h ,h = f h2 +h 2 , which demonstrates thath l (k) andh l (k) are uncorrelated with zero-mean. Then, I r ( ) and I i ( ) are equivalent to
In this case, we can obtain (32) where
We assume that N pa denotes the number of parameters in , and thus, we can obtain the matrix
Then, the FIM is represented as follows:
Finally, the CRB can be obtained by calculating the inverse of J as follows [30] :
, and 1 2×2 denotes a 2 × 2 matrix covered with ones.
To summarize, the CRB can be written as a product of two terms. The first term depends on the noise, and the second term depends on the signal. For the first term, the PDF f (ξ ) is a major issue of interest for I c ( ). Usually, the PDF f (ξ ) is obtained via the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function [10] . Nevertheless, the closed-form expression of f (ξ ) does not exist, except for α = 1 and α = 2 (Cauchy and Gaussian distributions, respectively) [10] , which has become an obstacle to obtaining the CRB.
In this context, the Cauchy-Gaussian mixture (CGM) model [31] is an appropriate approximation model for the SαS PDF. For the purpose of reducing the computational burden in the CGM model, we adopt the bi-parameter CGM (BCGM) model [31] to obtain the PDF as follows:
where χ denotes the mixture ratio, and γ represents the scale. In this way, we can obtain the CRB in the impulse noise through Eqs. (31) and (34).
Simulation results and discussion
For the purpose of evaluating the direction-finding performance of QGWO-IN-WSSF, a chain of experiments will be conducted in this section. We consider the ULAs of six transmitting elements and six receiving elements with half-wavelength inter-element spacing in bistatic MIMO radar. For the QGWO, the size of the population Q = 30, and the number of iterations is set to 100. To make the simulation results more reliable, 500 Monte-Carlo experiments are performed for each scenario. In the following, the performances of the QGWO-IN-WSSF, FLOM-MUSIC (the fractional order is set to 1.2) [14] , IN-MUSIC [14] , and the CRB, are compared.
First scenario
First, we consider two independent sources located at
To assess the estimation accuracy, we define the root mean square error (RMSE) as follows:
where P is the number of sources, N ex is the number of Monte-Carlo experiments, θ p and ϕ p denote the true value of DOD and DOA for the pth source, respectively, andθ pṅ andφ pṅ denote the estimated value of DOD and DOA for the pth source in theṅth experiment, respectively. For the purpose of assessing the performance of QGWO-IN-WSSF under the circumstances of different numbers of snapshots, the RMSE curves and the CRB of two independent sources are displayed for different numbers of snapshots in Fig. 1 with GSNR = 20dB, α = 1.5, χ = 0.4, γ = 1. It is shown that the RMSE of the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method is quite close to the CRB asymptotically, which indicates that it can obtain an accurate estimation of two independent sources in the impulse noise. In addition, the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method outperforms the existing FLOM-MUSIC method and IN-MUSIC method in the matter of estimation accuracy in such a small-snapshot domain.
In Fig. 2 , the success rate curves of two independent sources are exhibited for different numbers of snapshots with GSNR = 20dB, α = 1.5. Basically, we consider that an angle is successfully estimated when the angular distance between the estimated value and the true value becomes smaller than 1°, and the success rate indicates the percentage of successful estimations. As we can observe in 
Second scenario
Next, we consider the same two independent sources, and the number of snapshots K is set to 20 with the identical simulation parameters as in the first scenario. Based on the IN-WSSF function, Fig. 3 exhibits the performance of QGWO and a number of conventional intelligence algorithms, such as ABC [17] , HS [18] , CS [19] , and GWO [23] . The IN-WSSF methods based on the ABC, HS, CS, and GWO are referred to as ABC-IN-WSSF, , and the number of iterations is 100 in all of the intelligence algorithms. Additionally, the result shown in Fig. 3 demonstrates that QGWO is better than ABC, HS, CS, and GWO according to the speed and accuracy of convergence, which indicates the superiority of QGWO.
In Fig. 4 , the RMSE curves and the CRB of two independent sources are displayed for different GSNRs with α = 1.5. As we can observe in Fig. 4 , the RMSE of the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method is quite close to the CRB asymptotically. The RMSE of the three methods and the CRB worsen with a decrease in the GSNR because the lower GSNR shifts the estimated values from the true values in such a way that the RMSE is more pronounced. Moreover, the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method outperforms the FLOM-MUSIC method and IN-MUSIC method in the matter of estimation accuracy.
In Fig. 5 , the success rate curves of two independent sources are shown for different characteristic exponents with GSNR = 20dB. As we can observe in Fig. 5 , the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method can successfully estimate DODs and DOAs of targets in almost all of the experiments in the weak impulse noise. Moreover, as the characteristic exponent increases, the success rate of the three methods rises apparently. In addition, the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method is better than the FLOM-MUSIC method and IN-MUSIC method in the matter of success rate, especially in the strong impulse noise.
Third scenario
To examine whether the different angles affect the performance of the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method, we consider another two independent sources located at 50 • ) , and the other simulation parameters are identical to those in the second scenario. Then, simulations were performed to calculate the RMSE and success rate, respectively.
The RMSE curves, as well as the CRB of two different independent sources, are exhibited for different GSNRs with α = 1.5 in Fig. 6 , and the success rate curves of two different independent sources are shown for different characteristic exponents, with GSNR = 20dB in Fig. 7 . We can obtain some conclusions that are similar to those in the second scenario from Figs. 6 and 7. In addition, the larger difference in the angles makes the direction finding easier.
Hence, we can conclude that the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method can obtain the desired performance for different angles.
Fourth scenario
The previous simulations were conducted for only two sources. For the purpose of testing whether the performance of QGWO-IN-WSSF is influenced by the increasing number of sources, we consider three independent sources located at (θ 1 
, and the other simulation parameters are identical to those in the third scenario. In Fig. 8 , the RMSE curves, as well as the CRB of three independent sources, are displayed for different GSNRs with α = 1.5. In Fig. 9 , the success rate curves of three independent sources are exhibited for different characteristic exponents with GSNR = 20dB. From Figs. 8 and 9 , we can conclude that the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method has the capacity to locate the DODs and DOAs precisely with the increase in the number of sources.
Additionally, the other conclusions are similar to those in the previous experiments.
Fifth scenario
The previous simulations are performed only for some scenarios of independent sources. However, the coherent sources will present some challenges for direction finding. In this sense, the performance of the FLOM-MUSIC method and IN-MUSIC method will deteriorate severely when locating the coherent sources [32] . Hence, we employ forward-backward spatial smoothing (SS) to handle the coherent sources [33, 34] . The RMSE curves and the CRB of two coherent sources are displayed for different GSNRs with α = 1.5 in Fig. 10 , and the success rate curves of two coherent sources are exhibited for different characteristic exponents with GSNR = 20dB in Fig. 11 . From Figs. 10 and 11, we can conclude that the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method is capable of locating the DODs and DOAs of the two coherent sources accurately. Moreover, the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method has obtained the desired performance again when locating the coherent sources, and it outperforms the FLOM-SSMUSIC method and IN-SSMUSIC method according to the estimation accuracy and success rate. As a consequence, the performance of the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method does not worsen when addressing the coherent sources, which testifies to the robustness and superiority of the method. In this way, it is worthwhile to apply this method for locating the coherent sources.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel method referred to as QGWO-IN-WSSF is presented for locating the targets of bistatic MIMO radar in the impulse noise. A chain of MonteCarlo experiments has demonstrated that the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method can suppress the noise and locate multiple independent and coherent sources effectively. Compared with some previous methods, the proposed QGWO-IN-WSSF method is capable of obtaining better performance with a small number of snapshots, which verifies the superiority and robustness of the method. In addition, we derive a general CRB, which generalizes the Gaussian CRB, for direction finding of bistatic MIMO radar in the impulse noise. In the subsequent research, we will design a multimodal QGWO algorithm to solve more complicated direction-finding problems for MIMO radar.
